ADDITION TO THE SELECTION NOTICE FOR THE ADMISSION TO DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES CYCLE XXXVIII – UNIVERSITY OF FOGGIA ACADEMIC YEAR 2022/2023

THE DEAN

CONSIDERED the Dean’s Decree No. 1288/2022 Protocol No. 37842-III/6 of 15 July 2022, the selection notice for the admission to doctoral programmes cycle XXXVIII academic year 2022/2023 is issued;

GIVEN CONSIDERED that the due date to submit the application is no later than 5 September 2022;

AKNOWLEDGED that by means of the Decree of the Department Manager of Human Sciences, Literature, Cultural Heritage, Educational Sciences No. 847/2022 Protocol No. 39188-III/13 of 22 July 2022 favourable opinion was expressed concerning an additional scholarship for the doctoral programme in “Human Sciences”;

AKNOWLEDGED that the aforementioned additional scholarship will be allocated to a PhD student that will carry out PRIN 2020 “The Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed and its translations” (SH5, Protocol 2020K85AA_002 and CUP. D73C222000220001) project activities, for which Professor Caterina Celeste Berardi is the scientific manager of Unit B;

AKNOWLEDGED that the total expense for the scholarship, in the amount of €. 67.768,98, will encumber project PRIN2020 “The Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed and its translations”, item A.2.1 – Personnel to be specially recruited;

CONSIDERED that the doctoral programme in “Human Sciences”, whose co-ordinator is Professor Lucia Perrone Capano, as per “Sheet I;” of the selection notice, a total number of 12 scholarships are made available;

AKNOWLEDGED the note of past 22 July by Professor Antonello Corvino, co-ordinator of the “Economics” doctoral programme (Sheet H) where there is an opportunity to expand the number of degree courses - Corsi di Laurea (CdL) -, as admission requirements for the aforementioned selection notice, adding Sheet H to the following degree courses:
- Degree in Economics and Business (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in The Economics of Public Administrations and International Institutions (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Political Science (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in The Economics of Institutions and Financial Markets (single cycle according to Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Economics of Tourism (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Business Economics and Legislation (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- LM 16, Finance;
- LM 17, Physics;
- LM 30, Energy and nuclear engineering;
- LM 48, Environmental, urban and territorial development planning;
- LM 49, Tourism systems planning and management;
- LM 52, International relations;
- LM 62, Science of politics;
- LM 78, Philosophical sciences;
- LM 80, Geographical sciences;
- LM 81, Development cooperation sciences;
- LM 90, European studies;

CONSIDERED
necessary to act in this regard;

UPON HEARING
the Director General,

HEREBY DECREES

Article 1
- that the number of extra scholarships granted for the doctoral programme in “Human Sciences” (Sheet I) is No. 1 for the purpose of recruiting a PhD student that will carry out the PRIN 2020 “The Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed and its translations” (SH5, Protocol 20209K85AA_002 and CUP. D73C22000220001) project activities, for which Professor Caterina Celeste Berardi is the scientific manager of Unit B;

Article 2
- that the total expense for the additional scholarship granted for the doctoral programme in “Human Sciences” (Sheet I), in the amount of €. 67,768,98, will encumber the Department of Human Sciences. Literature, Cultural Heritage, Educational Sciences, PRIN 2020 “The Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed and its translations” (SH5, Protocol 20209K85AA_002 and CUP. D73C22000220001) project funds, item A.2.1 – Personnel to be specially recruited;

Article 3
- that the substitution of the course description of the doctoral programme in “Human Sciences” (Sheet I) that is an integral part of the selection notice for the admission to the doctoral programmes cycle XXXVIII academic year 2022/2023 – issued by Dean’s Decree No. 1288/2022 Protocol No. 37842-III/6 of 15 July 2022 – is authorized providing a total number of 13 positions;

Article 4
- that the course description of the doctoral programme in “Economics” (Sheet H) is added, including also the following degree courses as admission requirements;
  - Degree in Economics and Business (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in The Economics of Public Administrations and International Institutions (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Political Science (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in The Economics of Institutions and Financial Markets (single cycle according to Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Economics of Tourism (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- Degree in Business Economics and Legislation (single cycle according to prior system Ministerial Decree 39/1998);
- LM 16, Finance;
- LM 17, Physics;
- LM 30, Energy and nuclear engineering;
- LM 48, Environmental, urban and territorial development planning;
- LM 49, Tourism systems planning and management;
- LM 52, International relations;
- LM 62, Science of politics;
- LM 78, Philosophical sciences;
- LM 80, Geographical sciences;
- LM 81, Development cooperation sciences;
- LM 90, European studies;

**Article 5**
- that the substitution of the course description of the doctoral programme in “Economics” (Sheet H) that is an integral part of the selection notice for the admission to the doctoral programmes cycle XXXVIII academic year 2022/2023 – issued by Dean’s Decree No. 1288/2022 Protocol No. 37842-III/6 of 15 July 2022 – addition of admission requirements, is authorized.
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